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Your go-to destination for refined and sophisticated women’s clothing online


Welcome to Forcast – discover women’s clothes with contemporary designs that are chic, stylish, easy to pair, and destined to elevate your everyday wardrobe. Whether you’re shopping for workwear, casual ensembles or a striking silhouette for an after-hours occasion, Forcast’s sophisticated and figure-flattering collection has something to suit every modern woman’s style.

Blending current trends with feminine details, clean lines and refined tailoring, our women’s clothing store is curated for the modern Forcast woman who’s always on the go. Explore trans-seasonal collections that can take you from day to night, made from high-quality fabrics and designed for a flattering fit. From neutral palettes and monochromes to soft pastels and bold accents, shop our women’s clothing online in Australia today to find a piece you’ll be reaching for from one day to the next.

Build an elegant wardrobe filled with quality women’s clothes

Every fashion-forward woman needs a wardrobe that brings her confidence with shape-framing fits. Discover Forcast’s online women’s clothing store for all the pieces you need for a polished look.

Start with our essentials and find basics, tops and blouses, that can be layered any time of year to suit the season. From classic black and white options to slinky silk blouses in on-trend colourways, these are the women’s clothes made for high rotation, and designed last in your wardrobe.

From here, you can mix and match our women’s workwear, pants, and jackets for sophisticated corporate outfits or discover a range of dresses that provide effortless elegance for any kind of day, formal or cocktail function. From mid-length silhouette with ultra-feminine floral prints to elegant asymmetrical designs and maxi-length enhanced with intricate detailing and refined embellishments, we’ll have a dress that’ll put your sleek style on show.
 
With Forcast’s online women’s clothing one stop away, providing fast shipping and easy returns, you’ll be able to reach into your closet at a moment’s notice and find a stylish, occasion-ready option for every day of the week. Add items to your cart today and receive free express delivery in Australia for orders over $200.

Forcast — the best quality online clothing store for women

Bringing together elegance and class with high-quality fabrics and wearable silhouettes that highlight your figure, Forcast is the ultimate destination for online women’s clothing. Make dressing a hassle-free task by adding our key pieces to your wardrobe, and browse our skirts, jumpsuits and knitwear for perennial wardrobe staples that keep your style in check.

Exclusively designed in Sydney, make Forcast your first choice for women’s clothing online in Australia, and shop with peace of mind knowing you’re supporting a local and ethical business. Browse our fashion-forward collection of women’s clothes online today to elevate your style with effortless sophistication and enviable elegance.

FAQs

What kind of women’s clothes are in fashion?

While trends are fickle and fleeting, well-tailored, high-quality clothes will always hit the mark. From pants and jackets with feminine detailing to sophisticated dresses and 9 to 5 staples, Forcast blends the latest contemporary designs with form-flattering cuts that are easy to pair with your current wardrobe favourites.

Among the current online women’s clothing range, you’ll find seasonal must-haves and everyday basics that make building a timeless yet on-trend capsule collection a simple and easy task. Discover the pieces you love, and mix, match and layer for timeless looks for work, weekends and beyond.

Is Forcast an Australian brand?

Yes, Forcast is an Australian-owned, renowned women’s fashion label. Our fashion house holds over 30 retail stores nationwide and an online women’s clothing store. Our entire clothing and accessory range is exclusively designed in Sydney, using high-quality materials and fabrication from all over the world. Our garments are locally pressed, and we only engage manufacturers that align with our core values and share the same ethical standards. After all, we believe you shouldn’t have to compromise your values to find dependable pieces that will last a lifetime.

Where can I try on Forcast’s women’s clothing collection?

Forecast is an omnichannel retailer with an online clothing store for women,and over 30 boutiques Australia-wide. If you’re looking for the perfect size and want to come try the range before buying, you can visit us in-store. Our store stylists will help you discover the perfect pieces, for your occasion. To find your nearest location, check our store locator. Alternatively, you can browse our online clothing store for women and enjoy free express shipping in Australia on all orders over $200. 
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